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An economist is an expert who
will know tomorrow why the
things he predicted yesterday
didn’t happen today.
-Laurence J. Peter

The Facts: Fisher
Hall
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Dear President Mroz: Why is
school so hard? It makes my
head hurt sometimes. Well,
to be more precise, it makes
my head hurt all the time. I
frequently feel reduced to
internet-level stupidity and
want only to cry, “SCHOOL!
Y U NO EASIER?” Can we do
something about this? Best regards, Liz.
I’ve learned a lot so far this
year, loyal readers. Most of it
has been from books and lectures, but the most important
things I have learned came
from outside of class. Note,
I didn’t say “outside of the
classroom.” I refrained from
saying that because - unlike the
fortunate few freshmen who
haven’t yet been inundated
with MOUNTAINS of HEAPS of
COLLOSAL AMOUNTS of SHIT
TO DO – I very rarely leave
the academic buildings. More
specifically, I almost never
leave Fisher Hall.
Everyone has that building. For some, it’s the Chem
Sci labs. Others spend long

...see Fisher Gnomes on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Libya.

Time-out leads to 911 Call
By Jeremy Mr. Sunshine Loucks ~ Daily Bull

San Francisco, CA: In what some around
the country are calling an appalling use
of judgment, police were called to
a local elementary school after a kindergartner called 911 in response to
a teacher’s punishment. Ima Weener,
age 6, was finger-painting with the other students when
she decided that
Jenny Wernstrom’s
dress needed a bit
more color, so she
smeared yellow
and orange all over
her classmate’s
clothing. This of
course didn’t sit
well with Jenny,
who felt the dress
was great just the
way it was, so she
smeared green all
over Ima’s pants.

her cell phone (seriously, what kindergartner doesn’t have one these days?)
and called 911, saying that her teacher
had berated and threatened her and that
she was in mortal danger.

When the police, firemen, paramedics, three ring circus,
and TV crews arrived however, they
found Ima sulking
in the corner and
the rest of the class
peacefully asleep
for naptime. After
a quick interview
with the teacher,
the principal, and
Ima, they realized
how ridiculous this
whole thing was
and packed up.
However, due to an
obscure subsection
This led to yelling
of the school code
Ima says that she did nothing wrong.
and screaming, After all, she wants to become a fashionista. of conduct, the
a bit of crying,
teacher had to
and caused the teacher, one Mike Rotch, be suspended with pay, but unfortuto step in. Mike calmly told the girls to nately without his special “teachers only”
stop fighting and clean themselves up. discount at the local stores and bars.
When Ima refused, he apparently stated,
“Ima, you’ve been a bad girl. You need Ima’s parents, furious that the school
a timeout in the corner to think about and police didn’t go further to punish
what you’ve done.” Ima then pulled out the teacher, have filed a lawsuit against
...see Spoiled on back

For the Pile today we yelled at our
secretaries-to-be. Enjoy the randomness.

The Steaming Pile

Words we screamed for our secretary showdown!!!

Onomatopoeia
Coitus
Megamilk
Pokemon
Vajayjay
Aids
Banana nut muffin
The gum disease known as gingivitis
Hookers and blow
Green
Rats with dicks THIS big
Carl Blair
Iron smelting
Type your middle name
Back to the Future 6
Forty-two Virginians
Grandma’s V card
Gauntlet
Broomball
The clapper
Bitch tits
Shit missile
Colonel
Shout random things at Liz
Democracy of the ass
Twat waffles
Uranium
Bean cup
Samoas
Thin mints

B town
Goddamn furries
Pinball
Niagara falls is a tourist trap
Snakes on a plane
Monkey fighting snakes on a
Monday-Friday plane
Mutton chops
Midterms
I HEARD MUB BOARD MIGHT NOT
DO SPRING FLING
DLC bites ass
Fairy bull
Colloquialism
Terry S Reynolds
The Ferd F-teen thousand
The dapper professor
Noble Amassment of hats
Quantum shit
Schroedinger’s Cat
Honey badger doesn’t give a shit
Angry cats
Angry birds
Woohoohoohoo
I don’t give a shit
Spring break 2008
Fucking flamethrowers
Spycheck
Radioactive Japanese people
Better anime in 20 years

...Fisher Gnomes from front

nights haunting the eleventieth floor of
the MEEM. Then there are those of us
who take residence in Fisher. In fact, it’s
almost guaranteed that a small Liz sapling has started growing in room 133.
Spending so much time in our beloved
Fisher Hall has led me to the discovery
of some very interesting things.

stashed in there… like a shrine to John
MacInnes or the burial grounds of the
EERC tree.
Next! Did you know that the cleaning crew comes through at 5:30 am?
Neither did I. Then, one morning I was
mid-paper and SURPRISE! “Uh, ma’am,
would you mind leaving here so we
can clean?” NO SIR I CANNOT DO THAT.
Those rooms contain the residues of
genius, and I need to leech them! You
think class ends when your professor
stops talking, but no – the mists of their
knowledge seep into the walls. Smartness collects there. All you have to do
its tap into it.

First of all, the bathrooms on the second floor have chronically derptastic
toilets. Some you pull up on to flush,
others you push. Some you have to
wrench at a 45-degree angle, but only
on Wednesdays. Once you eventually
escape the stall and go to wash your
hands, you’re greeted by the one sink
with a perma-drip and its otherwise
The rightmost vending machine is
normal cousins. Drip. Drip. Drip.
broken, just so you all know. It slides
Secondly, there are mystical winding around, finds and delivers your drink,
tunnels in the basement that you never then goes around and tries to get a secknew about. They lead to the rabbit ond one. You’re not allowed to reach
hole. Additionally, there is a strange into the little door to get your bevermidget-door in the foyer between age until it has completed its second
Fisher and Rekhi’s garden level. What’s lap, though. It’s a gigantic time-waster,
in there? It doesn’t go anywhere. There and when you’re done it doesn’t even
are probably deep, dark Tech secrets say goodbye nicely! Rather, it hurls your
change at you, causing them to scatter
about the floor for scavengers like me to
find when we’re hungry at 3:30 in the
morning.
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gremlins in the basement. Depending
on the night there aren’t too many, but
beware! Some weekends there can be
up to six or seven of these creatures.
Their tired eyes peer out of the night;
sweat on their brows glistens in the eeLastly, the most important thing I have rie fluorescent lights of nighttime. They
learned about Fisher Hall is that there are are physics majors that devoted mind
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body and soul to their major and their
work, and they are positively terrifying.
And there you have it folks. If you ever
see me huddled in a dark corner in
Fisher, approach cautiously. I might have
forgotten what human contact feels like,
and I’m probably hungry.
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The school district refused to comment on the situation, citing the need
to protect the incredible stupidity of
the Weiner family. Mr. Rotch gave us
this statement: “Seriously? I mean,
aren’t they taking this just a tad bit far
for something so minor? “

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

the teacher, the school, the county,
the police, and the Westboro Baptist
church. They allege that Ima is now
suffering from anxiety, paranoia, AIDS,
and post traumatic stress disorder.
“Whenever we’re in the store and
she sees paint, she throws a tantrum!”
said Ima’s exasperated mother, Alice
Weiner. “This inconsiderate oaf of a
teacher must be punished for what he
did to my darling daughter!”

Unfortunately, my seemingly infinite experience with Fisher doesn’t extend back to the times before Rekhi.
Nor do I own a sweet, old car. But at least one thing is eternal: math geeks.

Meanwhile, the corpse of Johnny Cochran rolled over in his grave. Authorities are at a loss as to why.

